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‘Gerbera’
(For Ineke)

 

“Searching for the perfect flower 
arrangement to send to my in-
laws in South Africa for 
Christmas, which preferably 
contained a Gerbera or two 
because they are my mother-in-
law’s favourite, was the 
inspiration for this creation.  
‘Gerbera’ for Ineke” 

You will need: 
Drops Muskat cotton  in Vanilla Yellow (No.30),  
4 mm crochet hook. 

Drops Muskat is DK weight, 100% cotton. 

Size when completed:  approximately 14.5 cm in diameter,  This may vary 
according to your working tension and the weight of  the yarn or size of  hook used. 

UK Crochet Terms used in this pattern: 
Ch = Chain 
SC = Single Crochet 
Tr = Treble 
SS = Slip Stitch 
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To Make: 

Round 1:  Ch8, SS into first chain to form a ring. 

Round 2:  *Ch13  SC into ring*,  repeat  *to*  11 times, tie off. 

Round 3:  Join yarn around the top of  the first loop, *Ch7  SC into next loop *, 
repeat  *to*  10 times, Ch7  SS into first chain of  round to join. 

Round 4:  SS into first loop, Ch3  Tr1  Ch3  Tr2 into this same first loop,  *Tr2  Ch3  
Tr2 into the next loop*, repeat *to* 10 times, SS into the third chain at the start of  
the round to join. 

Round 5:  SS into the next stitch and then into the first large space, *Ch5  SS into 
this space and repeat twice more into this same space, Ch8  SS into next large space  
Ch5  SS into this same space,  Ch8*, repeat *to* 5 times more, SS into the first Ch of  
round to join.  Tie off. 

Project ideas:   

The Gerbera motif  is perfect on its own as a small doily.   

Make a beautiful tablecloth, table runner or shawl by joining several motifs together.  
Stitch it onto a plain cushion cover to add a pop of  colour and texture.   

Mount it in a wooden embroidery hoop as a decoration to hang on your wall or in 
your window.   

Whatever you make I wish you lots of  
enjoyment. 

Love, 
Karen x 
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I’d love to see what you make so please remember to tag me in your social media 
posts using #weediflowercreations 
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